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1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
In this paper we study the existence of nontrivial periodic solutions of
the asymptotically linear Hamiltonian system,
yJz s H X t , z , HŽ . Ž .Ç
where
0 yIJ s ž /I 0
2Ž 1 2 N 1.is the standard symplectic matrix of 2 N = 2 N and H g C R = R , R
is 2p-periodic in t and satisfies
X < < < <H t , z y h z r z “ 0, as z “ 0, HŽ . Ž .0 1
X < < < <H t , z y h z r z “ 0, as z “ ‘, HŽ . Ž .‘ 2
where h , h are two constant symmetric matrices of 2 N = 2 N. We see0 ‘
Ž . Ž .that H characterizes 1.1 as asymptotically linear.2
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For a constant symmetric matrix h of 2 N = 2 N, we define the following
w xindices 10 as
‘
y y yi h s M yh q M T h y 2 N ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý m
ms1
‘
0 0 0i h s M yh q M T h ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý m
ms1
where
yh ymJT h s ,Ž .m ž /mJ yh
yŽ . 0Ž .and M ? , M ? denote, respectively, the negative and the zero Morse
indices of the symmetric matrix.
yŽ Ž ..These indices are well defined, for we have the facts that M T h sm
0Ž Ž ..2 N and M T h s 0 for m large enough.m
Ž .Many authors have made contributions to the study of the problem 1.1
Ž . Ž .under the fundamental assumptions H , H and some conditions on h1 2 0
and h . Many of them considered the nonresonant case at infinity, i.e.,‘
0Ž . Ž w x.i h s 0 see, for example, 1, 2, 10 , etc. There also have been many‘
Ž .existence results of 1.1 when both h and h are time dependent0 ‘
Ž w x .periodically and h is nondegenerate cf. 7, 8, 11 , etc .‘
In this paper we are interested in the cases where h and h are0 ‘
0Ž . 0Ž .constant matrices but they are degenerate, i.e., i h / 0, i h / 0. We‘ 0
will give several existence results that are not included in any results
obtained by the above-mentioned authors. Now we state our assumptions
and main conclusions.
We make the following assumptions:
1 X 1qs< <H t , z s h z , z q g t , z , g t , z , z G c z y cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .‘ ‘ ‘ 1 12 HŽ .3sX < <g t , z F c z q c where c , c ) 0 and 0 - s - 1.Ž .‘ 2 2 1 2
1 XH t , z s h z , z q g t , z , g t , z , z F 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .‘ ‘ ‘2
1qs sX X H< < < < Ž .g t , z , z G c z y c , g t , z F c z q c ,Ž . Ž .Ž . 4‘ 1 1 ‘ 2 2
where c , c ) 0 and 0 - s - 1.1 2
1 X 1qr< <H t , z s h z , z q g t , z , g t , z , z G c z ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0 0 32
rX H< < < < Ž .w xg t , z F c z for z F 1, a.e. t g 0, 2p ,Ž . 50 4
where c , c ) 0, r ) 1.3 4
1 XH t , z s h z , z q g t , z , g t , z , z F 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0 02
1q r rX X< < < < HŽ .g t , z , z G c z , g t , z F c z ,Ž . Ž .Ž . 60 3 0 4
< < w xfor z F 1, a.e. t g 0, 2p , where c , c ) 0 and r ) 1.3 4
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Note that H , H imply H and H , H imply H . Our main3 4 2 5 6 1
results read as
1 2 N 1 2 Ž .THEOREM 1.1. Let H: R = R “ R be a C -function satisfying H1
0Ž . Ž .and i h s 0. Then H has at least one nontri¤ial 2p-periodic solution if0
one of the following conditions holds:
Ž . Ž . yŽ . 0Ž . yŽ .i H and i h q i h / i h .3 ‘ ‘ 0
Ž . Ž . yŽ . yŽ .ii H and i h / i h .4 ‘ 0
1 2 N 1 2 Ž .THEOREM 1.2. Let H: R = R “ R be a C -function satisfying H1
0Ž . Ž .and i h / 0. Then H has at least one nontri¤ial 2p-periodic solution,0
pro¤ided one of the following conditions holds:
Ž . Ž . yŽ . 0Ž . w yŽ yŽ . 0Ž .xi H and i h q i h f i h , i h q i h .3 ‘ ‘ 0 0 0
Ž . Ž . yŽ . w yŽ . yŽ . 0Ž .xii H and i h f i h , i h q i h .4 ‘ 0 0 0
1 2 N 1 2 0Ž .THEOREM 1.3. Let H: R = R “ R be a C -function and i h / 0.0
Ž .Then H has at least one nontri¤ial 2p-periodic solution if one of the
following conditions holds:
Ž . Ž . Ž . yŽ . 0Ž . yŽ . 0Ž .i H , H and i h q i h / i h q i h .3 5 ‘ ‘ 0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . yŽ . 0Ž . yŽ .ii H , H and i h q i h / i h .3 6 ‘ ‘ 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . yŽ . yŽ . 0Ž .iii H , H and i h / i h q i h .4 5 ‘ 0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . yŽ . yŽ .iv H , H and i h / i h .4 6 ‘ 0
Ž .It is well known that finding solutions of H is equivalent to finding
critical points of some function. The Morse theory is very good for dealing
with this kind of problem. In this paper we will follow the methods used in
w x10 , combining the Morse theory and the Galerkin approximation method
to prove our main results.
In the final parts of this section we recall some new conclusions about
the critical groups of a function at both an isolated critical point and
w xinfinity. These results come from 4 and play an important role in proving
our theorems.
Let E be a Hilbert space and f : E “ R1 be a C1-function. We denote
 < XŽ . 4 a by K s x g E f x s 0 the critical point set of f and set f s x g
< Ž . 4E f x F a .
The definition of the critical groups of f at infinity is as follows:
Ž . 1DEFINITION 1.1. Suppose that f K is bounded from below by a g R
Ž .and f satisfies PS for c F a. Then the groupc
C f , ‘ [ H E, f a q g ZŽ . Ž .q q
Ž .is called the qth critical group of f at infinity. Here H# ?, ? denotes the
relative regular homology group with the coefficient ring G.
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Ž .The groups C# f , ‘ are described under the following framework:
1Ž . Ž . ² : Ž .A f x s Ax, x q F x , where A: E “ E, is a self-adjoint‘ 2
1Ž 1.operator such that 0 is isolated in the spectrum of A. F g C E, R and
2 YŽ . 5 5 Xis of class C near infinity and satisfies F x “ 0 as x “ ‘. F and F
Ž .map bounded sets into bounded sets. f K is bounded below and f
Ž .satisfies PS for c g 0.c
Ž . Ž . H q yLet A hold. Set V [ Ker A and W [ V s W [ W . Denote by‘
m [ dim Wy, n [ dim V the Morse index and the nullity of f at infinity,
respectively.
Ž .PROPOSITION 1.1. Let A hold. Then‘
w xC f , ‘ ( 0 as q g m , m q n .Ž .q
This is also true if m s ‘ or n s ‘. If m - ‘ and n s 0, then
C f , ‘ ( d G.Ž .q q m
YŽ . 5 5We note that if n s 0, then the assumption that F x “ 0 as x “ ‘
can be replaced by the following:
X 5 5 5 5F x r x “ 0, as x “ ‘. 1.1Ž . Ž .
w x w xOne can refer to 4, Sect. 3 or 5, Remark 5.2, Chap. II for this fact.
Ž .We can give more precise descriptions of C f , ‘ under the followingq
framework:
X 1Ž . Ž . ² : Ž .A f x s Ax, x q F x , where A: E “ E, is a self-adjoint‘ 2
1Ž 1.operator such that 0 is isolated in the spectrum of A. F g C E, R
Ž . Ž . Ž .satisfies 1.1 . f K is bounded below and f satisfies PS for c g 0.c
Ž X .PROPOSITION 1.2. Let f satisfy A .‘
Ž . Ž .a C f , ‘ ( d G, pro¤ided f satisfies the angle condition at infin-q q, m
ity:
Ž q. Ž . ² XŽ . :AC There exist M ) 0, a g 0, pr2 such that f x , ¤ G 0‘
5 5 5 5 5 5for any x s ¤ q w g E s V [ W with x G M and w F x sin a .
Ž . Ž .b C f , ‘ ( d G, pro¤ided f satisfies the angle condition atq q, mqn
infinity:
Ž y. Ž . ² XŽ . :AC There exist M ) 0, a g 0, pr2 such that f x , ¤ F 0‘
5 5 5 5 5 5for any x s ¤ q w g E s V [ W with x G M and w F x sin a .
PROPOSITION 1.3. Suppose f has an isolated critical point x and is of0
2 YŽ .class C near x . 0 is isolated in the spectrum of A [ f x and m - ‘,0 0 0 0
n - ‘, where m and n denote the Morse index and the nullity of f at x .0 0 0 0
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Then
Ž . Ž .a C f , x ( d G, pro¤ided f satisfies the angle condition at x :q 0 q, m 00
Ž q. Ž . ² XŽ :AC There exist r ) 0, a g 0, pr2 such that f x q x , ¤ )0 .
5 5 5 5 5 50 for any x s ¤ q w g E s V [ W with x F r, w F x sin a .0 0
Ž . Ž .b C f , x ( d G pro¤ided f satisfies the angle condition at x :q 0 q, m qn 00 0
Ž y. Ž . ² XŽ . :AC There exist r ) 0, a g 0, pr2 such that f x q x , ¤0 0
5 5 5 5 5 5- 0 for any x s ¤ q w g E s V [ W with x F r, w F x sin a .0 0
Of course, Propositions 1.2 and 1.3 are useful only when the numbers m,
n , m , and n are finite. For the proofs of Proposition 1.1]1.3 one can0 0
w xrefer to 4 . For other known results about the Morse theory, one can refer
w xto 5, 12 , etc. It will be seen that the main difficulties in applications are
the verification of these angle conditions.
This paper is organized in the following way. In Section 2 we present
some critical point theorems for the function defined in a finite-dimen-
sional space. In Section 3 we study the function defined in an infinite-di-
mensional space by making use of the Galerkin method. In Section 4 we
prove our Theorems 1.1]1.3.
2. CRITICAL POINT THEOREMS IN
FINITE-DIMENSIONAL SPACE
Let f : R N “ R1 be a C1-function. We say f is asymptotically quadratic
if there is a symmetric matrix A g R N=N satisfying‘
X < < < <f x y A x r x “ 0, as x “ ‘. 2.1Ž . Ž .‘
We also assume that there is a symmetric matrix A g R N=N satisfying0
X < < < <f x y A x r x “ 0, as x “ 0. 2.2Ž . Ž .0
yŽ . 0Ž . qŽ .We denote by M A , M A , M A the negative, the zero, and the
N=N 0Ž .positive Morse indices of a symmetric matrix A g R . If M A s 0,‘
0Ž .then we say that f is nonresonant at infinity. M A s 0 means x s u is0
a nondegenerate critical point of f. Many authors have considered the
Ž w x .case where f is nonresonant at infinity cf. 1, 2, 6, 10 , for example . In this
0Ž .section we consider the resonance case, i.e., M A / 0. We will give‘
several new critical point theorems.
According to the eigenvalues of A , we can split R N into V [ Wy[ Wq‘
N N Ž .s V [ W such that as an operator from R to R , A satisfies Ker A‘ ‘
s V, and A is positive definite on Wq and is negative definite on Wy.‘
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We have
dim V s M 0 A , dim Wys My A , dim Wqs Mq A .Ž . Ž . Ž .‘ ‘ ‘
Similarly, we can split R N into V [ Wq [ Wy , according to the eigen-0 0 0
values of A , such that0
dim V s M 0 A , dim Wy s My A , dim Wq s Mq A .Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0 0 0 0
Ž ".We say that f satisfies the strong angle condition SAC at infinity if‘
Ž .there exist M ) 0, b ) 0 and a g 0, pr2 such that
¤
X" f x , G b ) 0, 2.3Ž . Ž .ž /< <¤
N < < < < < <for any x s ¤ q w g R s V [ W with x G M and w F x sin a .
Ž ".Moreover, f is said to satisfy the angle condition AC at the origin if0
Ž .there exist r ) 0, a g 0, pr2 such that
" f X x , ¤ ) 0, 2.4Ž . Ž .Ž .
N < < < < < <for any x s ¤ q w g R s V [ W with x / u , x F r, w F x sin a .0 0
N 1 1 Ž ".LEMMA 2.1. Let f : R “ R be a C -function and satisfy SAC at‘
Ž .infinity; then f satisfies the PS condition.
 4 NProof. Let x ; R be such thatk
f X x “ 0, as k “ ‘. 2.5Ž . Ž .k
 4We only need to prove that x is bounded. Suppose not; thenk
< <x “ ‘, as k “ ‘. 2.6Ž .k
Write x s ¤ q wq q wy g V [ Wq[ Wy, where ¤ g V, w " g W ".k k k k k k
Set w s wq q wy. Nowk k k
f X x , wq y wy s A x , wq y wy q f X x y A x , wq y wyŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .k k k ‘ k k k k ‘ k k k
s A wq , wq y A wy , wyŽ . Ž .‘ k k ‘ k k
q f X x y A x , wq y wy . 2.7Ž . Ž .Ž .k ‘ k k k
Ž . Ž .Thus for any given d ) 0, by 2.5 and 2.1 there exists some constant
d ) 0 such that
< < 2 < < < < < <h w F d x ? w q d w , for large k . 2.8Ž .k k k k
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Ž .It follows from 2.6 and the fact d was arbitrarily chosen that
< <wk “ 0, as k “ ‘. 2.9Ž .
< <xk
Ž . Ž . Ž .By 2.6 and 2.9 , for given M ) 0 and a g 0, pr2 , we have
< < < < < <x G M , w F x sin a , for large k . 2.10Ž .k k k
Ž ".Hence by SAC we get‘
¤ kXf x , G b ) 0, for large k . 2.11Ž . Ž .kž /< <¤ k
On the other hand, we have
¤ kXf x , “ 0, as k “ ‘. 2.12Ž . Ž .kž /< <¤ k
 4This is a contradiction, and hence x is bounded.k
Now we write f as
1 Nf x s A x , x q F x , x g R , 2.13Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .‘2
1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .where F x s f x y A x, x . Then it follows from 2.1 that‘2
X < < < <F x r x “ 0, as x “ ‘. 2.14Ž . Ž .
N 1 Ž X .Now f : R “ R satisfies the assumption A in Section 1.‘
N 1 1 Ž .THEOREM 2.1. Let f : R “ R be a C -function satisfying 2.1 and
Ž . 0Ž . 0Ž .2.2 and M A / 0, M A s 0. Then f has at least one nontri¤ial‘ 0
critical point if one of the following conditions holds:
Ž . Ž q. yŽ . yŽ .i SAC and M A / M A .‘ ‘ 0
Ž . Ž y. yŽ . 0Ž . yŽ .ii SAC and M A q M A / M A .‘ ‘ ‘ 0
Moreo¤er, if for r ) 0 we ha¤e
y1X 1 y1< < < < < <f x y A x - A x , for x - r , 2.15Ž . Ž .0 02
 N < < 4then the nontri¤ial critical point lies outside the ball B s x g R x - r .r
Proof. We prove this theorem for the first case; the other is similar. By
Lemma 2.1 and the above argument we see that f is under the framework
Ž X . Ž .A . By Proposition 1.2 a we get‘
C f , ‘ ( d y G, q g Z. 2.16Ž . Ž .q q , M Ž A .‘
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0Ž .Since M A s 0 we see that the zero x s u is a nondegenerate critical0
point of f. Hence
C f , u ( d y G, q g Z. 2.17Ž . Ž .q q , M Ž A .‘
yŽ . yŽ .Since M A / M A , we see that‘ 0
C f , u \ C f , ‘ . 2.18Ž . Ž . Ž .q q
Hence f has at least one nontrivial critical point xU satisfying
C f , xU \ 0. 2.19Ž . Ž .m
Now for x g B ,r
y1 y1X 1 1y1 y1< < < < < < < < < <f x ) A x y A x ) A x .Ž . 0 0 02 2
U< <So the origin is the unique critical point of f inside of B , i.e., x G r.r
N 1 2 Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2.2. Let f : R “ R be a C -function satisfying 2.1 , 2.2 ,
0Ž . 0Ž .and M A / 0, M A / 0. Then f has at least one nontri¤ial critical0 ‘
point if one of the following conditions holds:
q y y y 0Ž . Ž . Ž . w Ž . Ž . Ž .xi SAC and M A g M A , M A q M A ,‘ ‘ 0 0 0
y y 0 y yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . w Ž . Ž .ii SAC and M A q M A g M A , M A q‘ ‘ ‘ 0 0
0Ž .xM A .0
Moreo¤er, if
y1Y 1 a< < < <f x y A - A , for x - 2 r , 2.20Ž . Ž .0 2
a a Ž < .y1where A is the in¤erse of A restricted to the range of A : A s A ,RŽ A .0 0 0 0
then at least one critical point of flies outside the ball B .r
Ž .Proof. We still prove this theorem for case i . As in the proof of
Theorem 2.1, we conclude that
C f , ‘ ( d y G, q g Z. 2.21Ž . Ž .q q , M Ž A .‘
0Ž .Since M A / 0, we see that the origin x s u is a degenerate critical0
w xpoint of f. By a well-known result due to 9 , we have
y y 0C f , u ( 0, for q f M A , M A q M A , 2.22Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .q 0 0 0
yŽ . w yŽ . yŽ . 0Ž .xIt follows from M A f M A , M A q M A that‘ 0 0 0
C f , ‘ \ C f , u . 2.23Ž . Ž . Ž .q q
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Hence f has at least one nontrivial critical point xU / u with
C y f , xU \ 0. 2.24Ž . Ž .M Ž A .‘
Now we prove the second conclusion of this theorem. Suppose that all
< XŽ . <critical points of f fall into the ball B ; then f x is bounded away fromr
< XŽ . <0 in the ring R, say f x ) r, where
N < < < 4R s x g R r - x - 2 r .
Define g : R N “ R1 by
< < 2g x s f x q a, x h x , 2.25Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
N w . w xwhere a g R is a vector to be chosen, and h: 0, ‘ “ 0, 1 is a smooth
truncated function:
0, s G 2 r ,¡
3 4
Xsmooth, r - s - 2 r , and h s - .Ž .~ 2 rh s sŽ .
3
1, s F r ,¢ 2
w x NSimilar to the proof of Theorem 1.3 in 10 , we can choose a g R
suitably such that
Ž .a g has no critical point outside the ball B .r
Ž .b g has only a finite number of nondegenerate critical points, say,
 4x , . . . , x ; B , and we can prove that0 m r
Yy y y 0M g x g M A , M A q M A , ; x g B . 2.26Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 0 0 0 r
Therefore we have
My A / My gY x [ m , i s 1, 2, . . . , m. 2.27Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .‘ i i
By the definition of g we see that g has the same properties as f at
infinity; hence we have
C g , ‘ ( d y G, q g Z. 2.28Ž . Ž .q q , M Ž A .‘
On the other hand, we have
C g , x ( d G, i s 1, . . . , m. 2.29Ž . Ž .q i q , m i
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 4By the Morse theory there is at least one of x , . . . , x , say, x , such that1 m i
m s My A , 2.30Ž . Ž .i ‘
Ž .which contradicts 2.27 . The proof is completed.
Remark 2.1. Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 are the generalizations of Theorems
w x1.2 and 1.3 of 10 , respectively, where they considered the nonresonance
0Ž . 1 Ncase, i.e., M A s 0. It is enough for Theorem 2.2 that f is of C in R‘
and is of C 2 in a neighborhood of the origin.
The following theorem is a new result and is concerned with the case
where f are resonance at both the infinity and the origin.
N 1 1 Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2.3. Let f : R “ R be a C -function satisfying 2.1 , 2.2
0Ž . 0Ž .and M A / 0, M A / 0. Then f has at least one nontri¤ial critical‘ 0
point if f satisfies one of the following conditions:
Ž . Ž q. Ž q. yŽ . yŽ .i SAC , AC and M A / M A .‘ 0 ‘ 0
Ž . Ž q. Ž y. yŽ . yŽ . 0Ž .ii SAC , AC and M A / M A q M A .‘ 0 ‘ 0 0
Ž . Ž y. Ž q. yŽ . 0Ž . yŽ .iii SAC , AC and M A q M A / M A .‘ 0 ‘ ‘ 0
Ž . Ž y. Ž y. yŽ . 0Ž . yŽ . 0Ž .iv SAC , AC and M A q M A / M A q M A .‘ 0 ‘ ‘ 0 0
Ž .Proof. We prove this theorem for case i . The proof is just similar to
Ž . Ž .that of Theorem 2.1, for we can get 2.17 by Proposition 1.3 a .
3. CRITICAL POINT THEOREMS IN
INFINITE-DIMENSIONAL SPACE
Let E be a Hilbert space and f : E “ R1 be a C1-function. We assume
that the gradient of f has a special form,
f X x s Ax q K x , 3.1Ž . Ž . Ž .
in this section where A is a bounded self-adjoint operator, 0 is not in the
essential spectrum of A, and K : E “ E is a nonlinear compact mapping.
Ž .We say that a function f satisfying 3.1 is asymptotically quadratic at
infinity if there is a bounded self-adjoint operator B : E “ E such that‘
< < 5 5B x y K x r x “ 0, as x “ ‘. 3.2Ž . Ž .‘
Such an operator B should be a compact operator.‘
We also assume that there is a self-adjoint compact operator B : E “ E0
such that
X 5 5 5 5f x y A q B x r x “ 0, as x “ 0. 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž .0
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Ž .It follows from 3.2 that
X 5 5 5 5f x y A q B x r x “ 0, as x “ ‘. 3.4Ž . Ž . Ž .‘
Since both the positive and negative spaces of A may be infinite-dimen-
sional, if we work in the space E, then either the negative or the positive
Morse indices of a critical point of f will be infinity. Hence the Morse
theory cannot be applied directly to find new critical points of f. But we
may avoid this difficulty if we adopt the Galerkin approximation method,
that is, we restrict the function to a sequence of finite-dimensional
subspaces, find approximate critical points, and prove that they converge
to a limit point. By this method the nonresonance case, i.e., the operator
w xA q B is invertible, was considered in 10 . In this section we consider the‘
resonance case, i.e., A q B is not invertible. For this case more informa-‘
tion about f will be required.
 < 4Let G s P n s 1, 2, . . . be a sequence of orthogonal projections. G isn
said to be an approximation scheme with respect to the operator A if it
satisfies the following properties:
Ž .1 The image of P , E s P E is a finite-dimensional subspace ofn n n
E.
Ž .2 P x “ x, as n “ ‘ for any x g E.n
Ž .3 P commutes with A, that is, E is invariant under the action ofn n
A.
For a compact self-adjoint operator B, the Morse index of A q B may
be infinite, and the Morse index of the approximation operator A qn
yŽ . yŽP BP , M A q P BP , converges to infinity. But the difference M An n n n n n
. yŽ .q P BP y M A may be a constant that is independent of n for nn n n
w xlarge enough. This fact was proved in 10 , and a sort of Morse index was
w xalso defined in 10 . Now we recall them below.
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let A be a self-adjoint bounded operator such that 0 is
not in the essential spectrum of A, and let B be a compact self-adjoint
 < 4operator. Let G s P n s 1, 2, . . . be an approximation scheme with respectn
to A. Suppose that A q B is in¤ertible or P P s P for n G n g N, wheren 0 0 1
P is the orthogonal projection from E to the null space of A q B. Then there0
exists some n G n such that2 1
My A q P BP y My A s k for n G n ,Ž . Ž .n n n n 2
where k is a constant integer independent of n.
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By this fact we define, for a compact self-adjoint operator B,
y < y yI B s k k s M A q P BP y M A , for infinitely many n , 4Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n n
0 < 0I B s k k s M A q P BP , for infinitely many n .Ž . Ž . 4n n n
These indices are well defined and are singletons when either A q B is
invertible or P P s P for n G some n g N.n 0 0 1
Denote
Iy f , ‘ s Iy B , I 0 f , ‘ s I 0 B ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .‘ ‘
Iy f , 0 s Iy B , I 0 f , 0 s I 0 B .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0
1 Ž . Ž .Let f : E “ R satisfy 3.2 , 3.3 . f is said to satisfy the angle condition
Ž ". Ž .SAC at infinity if there exist M ) 0, b ) 0 and a g 0, pr2 such that‘
¤
X" f x , G b ) 0, 3.5Ž . Ž .¦ ;5 5¤
5 5 5 5 5 5for any x s ¤ q w g E s V [ W with x G M, w F x sin a , where V
is the null space of the operator A q B and W s V H .‘
Ž ".f is said to satisfy the angle condition AC at origin if there exist0
Ž .r ) 0, a g 0, pr2 such that
² X :" f x , ¤ ) 0, 3.6Ž . Ž .
5 5 5 5 5 5for any x s ¤ q w g E s V [ W with x F r, w F x sin a , where0 0
V is the null space of the operator A q B and W s V H .0 0 0 0
<Let f [ f be the restriction of f on E .En nn
Ž ".LEMMA 3.1. Let f satisfy SAC at infinity and P P s P for n G n g‘ n ‘ ‘ ‘
N, where P is the orthogonal projection to V, the null space of A q B . Then‘ ‘
Ž ".each f satisfies SAC at infinity for n G n .n ‘ ‘
Proof. Since P P s P for n G n , we have E s V [ W , W s P W.n ‘ ‘ ‘ n n n n
Ž ". Ž . ² XŽ . 5 5:By SAC , there exist M ) 0, a g 0, pr2 such that " f x , ¤r ¤ G‘
5 5 5 5 5 5b ) 0 for any x s ¤ q w g E s V [ W with x G M, w F x sin a .
5 5 5 5 5 5Hence for x s ¤ q w g E s V [ W with x G M, w F x sin a , wen n
have
¤ ¤
X X" f x , s " f x , G b ) 0.Ž . Ž .n¦ ; ¦ ;5 5 5 5¤ ¤
"Ž .Thus each f satisfies SAC at infinity for n G n .n ‘ ‘
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Ž ".LEMMA 3.2. Let f satisfy AC at origin and P P s P for n G n g N,0 n 0 0 0
where P is the orthogonal projection to V , the null space of A q B . Then0 0 0
Ž ".each f satisfies AC at origin for n G n .n 0 0
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.1.
Ž .UDEFINITION. We say that f satisfies the PS condition, if any se-
 4 XŽ . XŽ .quence x such that x g E , f x “ 0 and f x being bounded fromn n n n n n n
above possesses a subsequence convergent in E.
Ž .LEMMA 3.3. Let f satisfy 3.2 and P P s P for n G n . Suppose that fn ‘ ‘ ‘
Ž ".satisfies SAC ; then‘
Ž . Ž .1 f satisfies the PS condition for n G n .n ‘
Ž . Ž .U2 f satisfies the PS condition.
Ž . Ž ".Proof. 1 By Lemma 3.1 we know that f satisfies SAC at infinity,n ‘
for n G n . By Lemma 2.1 the conclusion holds.‘
Ž .2 Suppose x g E satisfiesn n
f X x “ 0, as n “ ‘. 3.7Ž . Ž .n n
 4We first prove that x is bounded. Suppose not; thenn
5 5x “ ‘, as n “ ‘. 3.8Ž .n
Since P P s P for n G n , E s V [ W , where W s P W. We writen ‘ ‘ ‘ n n n n
x s ¤ q wq q wy , where ¤ g V, wq g Wq s P Wq, wy g Wy sn n n n n n n n n n
P Wy. Now for any y g E ,n n
² X : ² :f x , y s A , x q P K x , yŽ . Ž .n n n n n n
² : ² :s A q P B P x , y q P K x y P B P x , y .Ž . Ž .n n ‘ n n n n n ‘ n n
3.9Ž .
q y Ž .Taking y s w y w in 3.9 , thenn n
² X q y: ² q q:f x , w y w s A q P B P w , wŽ . Ž .n n n n n n ‘ n n n
² y y:y A q P B P w , wŽ .n n ‘ n n n
² q y:q P K x y P B P x , w y w . 3.10Ž . Ž .n n n ‘ n n n n
Denote by l the smallest positive point and l the largest negative pointn n
in the spectrum of A q P B P . Denote by l the smallest positive pointn n ‘ n
and by l the largest negative point in the spectrum of A q B . Since‘
Wq ; Wq, Wy ; Wy, ;n ,n n
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we can get
l G l , l F l, ;n. 3.11Ž .n n n
Ž . Ž . Ž .It follows from 3.10 , 3.2 , and 3.7 that for given d ) 0 there exist some
constant d ) 0, n G n such that1 ‘
5 5 2 5 5 5 5 5 5j w F d x ? w q d w , for n G n , 3.12Ž .n n n n 1
 4 Ž .where j s min yl, l . Since d was given arbitrarily, it follows from 3.12
Ž .and 3.8 that
5 5wn “ 0, as n “ ‘. 3.13Ž .
5 5xn
Ž . Ž . Ž .Thus for given M ) 0, a g 0, pr2 , by 3.13 and 3.8 there exist n G n2 1
such that
5 5 5 5 5 5x G M , w F x sin a , for n G n . 3.14Ž .n n n 2
Ž ".By SAC we get‘
¤nXf x , G b ) 0, for n G n . 3.15Ž . Ž .n n 2¦ ;5 5¤n
On the other hand, we have
¤nXlim f x , s 0. 3.16Ž . Ž .n n¦ ;5 5¤n“‘ n
 4This is a contradiction and hence x is bounded.n
Let P be the orthogonal projection to the null space of A; then P is a
 4finite-rank operator. We can choose a renamed subsequence x such thatn
 4  Ž .4Px and yK x converge in E, say u and ¤ . Nown n
Ax q Px s f X x y P K x q PxŽ . Ž .n n n n n n n
 4 Ž .y1converges to u q ¤ and x converges to x s A q P u q ¤ , sincen
A q P is invertible. x is a critical point of f.
Ž .Remark 3.1. We do not use the assumption that f x is boundedn n
from above.
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1 Ž . Ž .LEMMA 3.4. Let f : E “ R satisfy 3.2 and 3.3 ; then f satisfiesn
X 5 5 5 5f x y A q P B P x r x “ 0, as x “ ‘, x g E ,Ž . Ž .n n n ‘ n n
3.17Ž .
X 5 5 5 5f x y A q P B P x r x “ 0, as x “ 0, x g E , 3.18Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n 0 n n
<where A [ A .En n
1 1 Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3.1. Let f : E “ R be a C -function satisfying 3.2 , 3.3 and
A q B is in¤ertible. Suppose that P P s P for n G n . If either0 n ‘ ‘ ‘
Ž . Ž q. yŽ . yŽ .i f satisfies SAC and I f , ‘ / I f , 0 ,‘
or
Ž . Ž y. yŽ . 0Ž . yŽ .ii f satisfies SAC and I f , ‘ q I f , ‘ / I f , 0 ,‘
then f has at least one nontri¤ial critical point.
Ž . yŽ . yŽ .Proof. We prove case i . By Proposition 3.1, I f , ‘ / I f , 0 means
that there exists n g N such that1
My A q P B P / My A q P B P , for n G n . 3.19Ž . Ž . Ž .n n ‘ n n n 0 n 1
Ž . 5Ž . 5Since A q B is invertible, and I y P B “ 0 as n “ ‘, there exist0 n 0
n g N and a positive constant d ) 0 such that2
y1A q P B P F d , for n G n .Ž .n n 0 n 2
Ž .By 3.3 we can take r ) 0 small such that
1
X 5 5 5 5f x y A q B x F x as x - r , x g E. 3.20Ž . Ž . Ž .0 2 d
Thus
y1y1X 1 < <f x y A q P B P x - A q P B P xŽ . Ž . Ž .n n n 0 n n n 0 n2
5 5for n G n , x - r , x g E 3.21Ž .2 n
Ž q. U  4Now f satisfies SAC for n G n . Taking n s max n , n , n , it fol-n ‘ ‘ 1 2 ‘
Ž . Ž .lows from 3.19 , 3.21 , and Theorem 2.1 that f has a critical point xn n
5 5 U Ž .Uwith x G r as n G n . By Lemma 3.3, f satisfies the PS condition, son
 4 Ux has a subsequence convergent to a point x g E, which is a criticaln
U5 5point of f satisfying x G r.
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1 2 Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3.2. Let f : E “ R be a C -function satisfying 3.2 and 3.3 .
Suppose that P P s P and P P s P for n G nU g N. If eithern ‘ ‘ n ‘ 0
Ž . Ž q. yŽ . w yŽ . yŽ . 0Ž .xi f satisfies SAC and I f , ‘ f I f , 0 , I f , 0 q I f , 0 ,‘
or
Ž . Ž q. yŽ . 0Ž . w yŽ . yŽ .ii f satisfies SAC and I f , ‘ q I f , ‘ f I f , 0 , I f , 0 q‘
0Ž .xI f , 0 , then f has at least one nontri¤ial critical point.
Ž . UProof. We prove case i . Since V ; E for n G n , we can find a0 n
positive constant d ) 0 such that
aA q P B P - d for n G n .Ž .n n 0 n 0
Ž .By 3.3 we take r - dr2 so small that
1
Y 5 5f x y A q B F as x F 2 r .Ž . Ž .0 2 d
Hence
Y Yf x y A q P B P F f x y A q BŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n 0 n 0
y1a1 5 5F A q P B P , as x F 2 r .Ž .n n 0 n2
3.22Ž .
Ž .By Proposition 3.1 and i , there exist n g N such that for n G n ,1 1
My A q P B PŽ .n n ‘ n
y y 0g M A q P B P , M A q P B P q M P B P .Ž . Ž . Ž .n n 0 n n n 0 n n 0 n
3.23Ž .
Ž q. UBy Proposition 3.3, f satisfies SAC for n G n . Taking n sn ‘ 2
 U 4 Ž . Ž .max n , n , n , 3.22 , 3.23 , and Theorem 2.2 now imply that f has a1 0 n
5 5critical point x with x G r for all n G n . By Lemma 3.1 f satisfies then n 2
Ž .U  4PS condition. Hence there is a renamed subsequence x such thatn
XU U U 4 Ž . 5 5x converges to x g E with f x s 0 and x G r.n
THEOREM 3.3. Let f : E “ R1 be a C1-function and be of C 2 near the
Ž . Ž . Uinfinity satisfying 3.2 and 3.3 . Suppose there exists n g N such that
P P s P , P P s P as n G nU. Then f has at least one nontri¤ial criticaln ‘ ‘ n 0 0
point, pro¤ided f satisfies one of the following conditions:
Ž . Ž q. Ž q. yŽ . yŽ .i SAC , AC and I f , ‘ / I f , 0 .‘ 0
Ž . Ž y. Ž q. yŽ . 0Ž . yŽ .ii SAC , AC and I f , ‘ q I f , ‘ / I f , 0 .‘ 0
Ž . Ž q. Ž y. yŽ . yŽ . 0Ž .iii SAC , AC and I f , ‘ / I f , 0 q I f , 0 .‘ 0
Ž . Ž y. Ž y. yŽ . 0Ž . yŽ . 0Ž .iv SAC , AC and I f , ‘ q I f , ‘ / I f , 0 q I f , 0 .‘ 0
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Ž .Proof. We prove this theorem for case i . By Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, fn
Ž q. Ž q. Usatisfies SAC , AC for n G n . Now using Theorem 2.3 we can show‘ 0
that each f has a nontrivial critical point x for n G k G nU. Now wen n
want to prove that each x lies outside a ball B where r is independent ofn r
0n. Denote by l , l the smallest positive point in the spectrum of A q0 n
B , A q P B P , respectively, and by l , l0 the largest negative point in0 n n 0 n 0 n
the spectrum of A q B , A q P B P , respectively. Since0 n n 0 n
Wq [ P Wq ; Wq , Wy [ P Wy ; Wy ,on n 0 0 on n 0 0
we have
0 0l G l , l F l , ;n.n 0 n 0
Ž q. 5 5 5 5 5 5By AC , for x g E , x F r, w F x sin a ,0 n
² X :f x , ¤ ) 0, ;n G k .Ž .n
5 5 5 q5 5 y5 Ž .For x g E , x F r, w G w , using 3.3 ,n
2 2 2 2X q 0 q q q q² : 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5f x , w G l w y o w G l w y o w ,Ž . Ž . Ž .n n 0
5 5 5 q5 5 q5 Ž .and for x g E , x F r, w F w , using 3.3 ,n
² X y: 0 5 5 2 5 y5 2 5 y5 2 5 y5 2f x , w F l w q o w F l w q o w .Ž . Ž . Ž .n n 0
From the above arguments we see that each f , n G k, has no critical pointn
 < 5 5 4in the B s x g E x - r , where r ) 0 may be dependent on l , lr n 0 0
5 5and r but r is independent of n. That is, x G r for n G k. Now by then
Ž .U  4 UPS condition, a subsequence of x converges to a point x g E withn
X U UŽ . 5 5f x s 0 and x G r.
Remark 3.2. It is enough for Theorem 3.2 that f is C1 in E and is C 2
near both infinity and the origin. Therefore Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 general-
w xize Theorems 2.6 and 2.7 in 10 to the degenerate case at infinity.
Theorem 3.3 is a new result.
4. PROOFS OF MAIN RESULTS
In this section we give the proofs of our main results, Theorems 1.1]1.3,
by the abstract critical point theorems obtained in Section 3. We work in
1r2, 2Ž 1 2 N .the Sobolev space E s W S , R . Recall that E consists of those
Ž . 2Ž 1 2 N .functions z t g L S , R whose Fourier series
‘





2 2 25 5 < < < < < <z s a q m a q b - q‘.Ž .Ý0 m mž /
ms1
5 5With this norm ? , E is a Hilbert space, and its inner product is denoted
² :by . , . .
Given a constant symmetric matrix h of 2 N = 2 N, we define a linear
Ž .operator B s B h by
2p² :Bz , y s y hz , y dt , for z , y g E. 4.1Ž . Ž .H
0
Then B is a compact self-adjoint operator and has an explicit expression:
‘ 1
Bz s yha y ha cos mt q hb sin mt . 4.2Ž . Ž .Ý0 m mmms1
Define a bounded self-adjoint operator A: E “ E by extending the
bilinear form
2p² :Az , y s yJz , y dt for y , z g E. 4.3Ž . Ž .ÇH
0
A has an explicit expression:
‘
Az s y Jb cos mt q Ja sin mt , z g E. 4.4Ž .Ý m m
ms1
Define f : E “ R1 by
2p1² :f z s Az , z y H t , z dt , z g E. 4.5Ž . Ž . Ž .H2
0
2Ž 1.Then f g C E, R , and its gradient is given by
2pX X² : ² :f z , y s Az , y y H t , z , y dt , y g E. 4.6Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
0
Ž .Thus finding the solutions of H is equivalent to finding the critical points
Ž . Ž . Ž w x.of f. It follows from H , H that see 101 2
X 5 5 5 5f z y A q B z r z “ 0, as z “ 0, 4.7Ž . Ž . Ž .0
X 5 5 5 5f z y A q B z r z “ 0, as z “ ‘, 4.8Ž . Ž . Ž .‘
Ž . Ž .where B s B h , B s B h .0 0 ‘ ‘
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Now we construct our approximation scheme. Set
< 2 NE m s z g E z t s a cos mt q b sin mt , a, b g R , 4Ž . Ž .
and
E s E 0 [ E 1 [ ??? [ E n .Ž . Ž . Ž .n
Let P be the orthogonal projection from E to E ; we haven n
n
P z s a q a cos mt q b sin mt , z g E. 4.9Ž . Ž .Ýn 0 m m
ms1
It is easy to see that P strongly converges to the identity and commutesn
Ž . Ž .with the operators A, B defined by 4.1 and 4.3 . Thus our approximation
 < 4scheme G consists of these P , n s 1, 2, . . . , i.e., G s P n s 1, 2, . . . .n n
With this scheme G, we have the following relations:
Ž w x.PROPOSITION 4.1 Lemma 3.2 of 10 . With the approximation scheme G,
we ha¤e
‘
y y y yI f , ‘ s M yh q M T h y 2 N s i h ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ŽÝ‘ m ‘ ‘
ms1
‘
y y y yI f , 0 s M yh q M T h y 2 N s i h ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý0 m 0 0
ms1
‘
0 0 0 0I f , ‘ s M yh q M T h s i h ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý‘ m ‘ ‘
ms1
‘
0 0 0 0I f , 0 s M yh q M T h s i h .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý0 m 0 0
ms1
LEMMA 4.1. Let H: R1 = R2 N “ R1 be a C1-function, 2p-periodic in t
Ž . Ž Ž ..and satisfy H or H . Then there exist M ) 0, b ) 0 and 0 - « - 13 4
such that
¤ ¤2p 2pX Xg t , z , dt G b ) 0 or g t , z , dt F yb - 0Ž . Ž .H H‘ ‘ž / ž /ž /5 5 5 5¤ ¤0 0
5 5 5 5 5 5for any z s ¤ q w g E s V [ W with x G M, w F « z , where V is the
null space of the operator A q B and W s V H . Thus the function f defined‘
Ž . Ž y. Ž Ž q..by 4.5 satisfies SAC or SAC at infinity.‘ ‘
Ž .Proof. Let H hold. Set3
< 5 5 5 5 5 5 4C M , « s z s ¤ q w g E s V [ W z G M , w F « z , 4.10Ž . Ž .
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Ž .where M ) 0, « ) 0 will be given below. For z g C M, « we have
«
2'5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5¤ G 1 y « u , w F ¤ . 4.11Ž .
2'1 y «
Ž . 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5We can write z s l w q c , w s ¤r ¤ , c s wr ¤ , l s ¤ . Then w s
2'5 5 Ž .1, c F «r 1 y « F 2« by 4.12 if « is small.
Ž .Now for z g C M, « ,
2p Xg t , z , w dtŽ .Ž .H ‘
0
1 2p 2pX Xs g t , z , z dt y g t , z , c dtŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .H H‘ ‘l 0 0
1 2p 2pX X < <G g t , z , z dt y g t , z c dtŽ . Ž .Ž .H H‘ ‘l 0 0
1 2p 2p1qs s< < < < < <G c z y 1 dt y c z q 1 c dtŽ .Ž .H H1 2l 0 0
2p 2p1qs ss s< < < < < <G c l w q c dt y c l w q c c dt y c.H H1 2
0 0
From now on we denote by c the various constants. Since
Ž . Ž .sr 1qs 1r 1qs
2p 2p 2ps 1qs 1qs< < < < < < < <w q c c dt F w q c dt c dtH H Hž / ž /0 0 0
5 5 s 1q s 5 5 1q ss w q c cL L
5 5 s 5 5F c w q c ? c F c« ,
2p 2p 2p1qs 1qs 1qs< < < < < <w q c dt G c w dt y c dtH H Hž /0 0 0
5 51qs1q s 5 51qs1q ss c w y cŽ .L L
5 51qs 1qsG c y c c G c y c« ,
we get
2p X s 1qs s sg t , z , w dt G cl y c« l y c«l y c [ b . 4.12Ž . Ž .Ž .H ‘
0
2'5 5Since l s ¤ G 1 y « M, if we take M ) 0 large enough and « g
Ž .0, 1 small enough, then b ) 0. Now fixing M and « , b then is fixed and
¤2p Xg t , z , dt G b ) 0, for z g C M , « . 4.13Ž . Ž . Ž .H ‘ž /5 5¤0
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Since
2p1² :f z s Az , z y H t , z dtŽ . Ž .H2
0
2p1² :s A q B z , z y g t , z dt , ;z g E,Ž . Ž .H‘ ‘2
0
Ž .we have, for z g M M, « ,
¤ ¤2pX Xf z , s y g t , z , dt F yb - 0. 4.14Ž . Ž . Ž .H ‘¦ ; ž /5 5 5 5¤ ¤0
Ž y. Ž .That is, f satisfies SAC at infinity by taking a g 0, pr2 , so that‘
sin a s « .
LEMMA 4.2. Let H: R1 = R2 N “ R1 be a C1-function, 2p-periodic in t
Ž . Ž Ž ..and satisfy H or H . Then there exist r ) 0, 0 - « - 1, such that5 6
2p 2pX Xg t , z , ¤ dt ) 0 or g t , z , ¤ dt - 0Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H H0 0ž /0 0
5 5 5 5 5 5for any z s ¤ q w g E s V [ W with z F r, w F « z , where V is0 0 0
Ž .the null space of the operator A q B . Hence the functional f defined by 4.50
Ž y. Ž Ž q..satisfies the angle condition AC or AC at the origin.0 0
Ž .Proof. Let H hold. Set5
< 5 5 5 5 5 5C r , « s z s ¤ q w g E s V [ W z F r , w F « z , 4Ž . 0 0
Ž .where r ) 0, « g 0, 1 will be chosen below. Then we have
«
2'5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5¤ G 1 y « z , w F ¤ for z g C w , « . 4.15Ž . Ž .
2'1 y «
We have the following simple facts:
Ž . Ž .F For any give t ) 0, there exist constant a t ) 0 such that1
5 5w xmeas t g 0, 2p ‹ z t F a t z ) 2p y t , ;z g E, 4.16 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .F For any given d ) 0 there exists constant b d ) 0 such that2
5 5w x  4meas t g 0, 2p ‹ ¤ t G b d ¤ G 2p y d for ¤ g V _ 0 . 4Ž . Ž . 0
4.17Ž .
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Ž . Ž . w xWe note that the proof of F is similar to the proof of 3.8 in 3 , so we2
omit it.
Denote
5 5w xV s t g 0, 2p ‹ z t F a t z , z g E, 4.18 4Ž . Ž . Ž .t
5 5w x  4V s t g 0, 2p ‹ ¤ t G b d ¤ , ¤ g V _ 0 . 4.19 4Ž . Ž . Ž .d 0
Set
w x w xV s t g 0, 2p ‹ z t F 1 , V s 0, 2p _V , z g E. 4.20 4Ž . Ž .1 2 1
Clearly, if we take r suitably small, then
V ; V , for z g C r , « . 4.21Ž . Ž .t
Ž .For t g A [ V l V , z g C r, « ,t d
5 5z t F a t z , 4.22Ž . Ž . Ž .
2' 5 5 5 5z t G ¤ t y w t G 1 y « b d y « a t z [ h z .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
4.23Ž .
Thus
X X X < <g t , z , ¤ dt G g t , z , z dt y g t , z w dtŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H H H0 0 0
A A A
< < rq1 < < r < <G c z dt y c z w dtH H3 4
A A
rq1 1qrrq1 5 5G c h y c « a t 2p y t y d z .Ž . Ž .Ž .3 4
4.24Ž .
Ž .For t g B [ V _V , z g C r, « ,t d
5 5 5 5z t F a t z , ¤ t F b d ¤ . 4.25Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Thus
rr 1qrX < < < < 5 5g t , z , ¤ dt F c z ¤ dt F c a t b d d z . 4.26Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .H H0 4 4
B B
Ž . Ž .By H for given s ) 0, there exist c s ) 0 such that1
2X 2 N< < < <g t , u F s u q c s u , u g R . 4.27Ž . Ž . Ž .0
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Hence we get, for some c ) 0,
pX < < < <g t , u F c u , u G 1, p ) r q 2. 4.28Ž . Ž .0
We use c to denote various constraints that are independent of t , d , « .
Ž .For t g C [ V _V , z g C r, « ,d t
5 5 5 5z t ) a t z , ¤ t G b d ¤ ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
1q r 1qr 1qrX < < 5 5 5 5g t , z , ¤ dt G c a t C l V z y c« z , 4.29Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .H 0 3 1
ClV 1
2pp p pq1X < < < < < < < < 5 5g t , z , ¤ dt F c z ¤ dt F c z ¤ dt F c z .Ž .Ž .H H H0
ClV ClV 02 2
4.30Ž .
Hence
1q r 1qrX 5 5g t , z , ¤ dt G c C l V a t zŽ . . Ž .Ž .Ž .H 0 3 1
C
5 51q r 5 5 pq1y c« z y c z . 4.31Ž .
w x Ž . Ž .For t g D [ 0, 2p _ V j V , z g C r, « ,t d
5 5 5 5z t ) a t z , ¤ t - b d ¤ .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
1q r 1qr 1qrX < < 5 5 5 5g t , z , ¤ dt G c a t D l V z y c« z , 4.32Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .H 0 3 1
DlV 1
X < < p < < 5 5 pq1g t , z , ¤ dt F c z ¤ dt F cb d z . 4.33Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H0
DlV DlV2 2
Thus
1q r 1qrX < < 5 5g t , z , ¤ dt G c a t D l V zŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .H 0 3 1
D
5 51q r 5 5 pq1y c« z y cb d z . 4.34Ž . Ž .
< < Ž . Ž .C in 4.31 and 4.34 denotes the measure of the set C. It follows from
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .4.24 , 4.26 , 4.31 , and 4.34 that
2p 1q rX 1qrg t , z , ¤ dt G c h y c « a t 2p y t y dŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .H Ž .0 3 4
0
1q r < <w xqc a t 1V l 0, 2p _VŽ .Ž . .Ž .3 1 t
r 1qr 1qp5 5 5 5yc a t b d d y c« z y c zŽ . Ž .Ž .4
5 51q r 5 51qp[ j z y c z .
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Ž .Now if we take t , d small enough and then take « g 0, 1 small enough
Ž Ž ..again see 4.23 , then j ) 0. Now fixing t , d , « and noticing p ) r q 2, if
Ž Ž ..r ) 0 is given small enough see 4.21 , then
2p Xg t , z , ¤ dt ) 0, for z g C r , « . 4.35Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H 0
0
Therefore,
2pX X² : ² :f z , ¤ s Az , ¤ y H t , z , ¤ dtŽ . Ž .Ž .H
0
2p X² :s A q B z , ¤ y g t , z , ¤ dtŽ . Ž .Ž .H0 0
0
4.36Ž .
2p Xs y g t , z , ¤ dt - 0.Ž .Ž .H 0
0
yŽ .Thus f satisfies AC at the origin.0
Ž .Proof of Theorem 1.1. The proof is given for case i . By Lemma 4.1, f
Ž y. yŽ . 0Ž . yŽ .satisfies SAC at infinity. By Proposition 4.1, i h q i h / i h‘ ‘ ‘ 0
yŽ . 0Ž . yŽ . Ž . Ž .means I f , ‘ q I f , ‘ / I f , 0 . It follows from 4.7 and 4.8 that f
Ž . Ž . Ž .satisfies 3.2 and 3.3 . Now by virtue of Theorem 3.1 ii , f has at least
Ž .one nontrivial critical point. This means that problem 1.1 has at least one
nontrivial 2p-periodic solution.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Theorem 1.2 follows from Lemma 4.1, Proposi-
tion 4.1, and Theorem 3.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Theorem 1.3 follows from Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2,
Proposition 4.1, and Theorem 3.3
Remark 4.1. According to Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2; Theorems 2.1, 2.2, and
2.3; and Remark 2.1, it is enough for Theorems 1.1 and 1.3 that H g
1Ž 1 2 N 1. 2 2 NC R = R , R , and C is near infinity in R , and it is enough for
Theorem 1.2 that H is of C1 and of C 2 in some neighborhoods of the
origin and the infinity in R2 N, respectively.
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